Hook and Ladder Lucy's License to Read

Cut out one of the license cards and fill in your name and birthday. You can display this card whenever you buy a new book at their local bookstore, borrow a book from the library, or show your parents whenever you are ready to read at home!

**Name**

**Birthday**

**Male**
- Weight: 40 tons
- Height: 23 feet
- Eyes: Yellow
- Hair: Red

**Female**
- Weight: 38.5 tons
- Height: 20 feet
- Eyes: Yellow
- Hair: Pink

**Name**

**Birthday**

**Male**
- Weight: 45 tons
- Height: 22.5 feet
- Eyes: Yellow
- Hair: Blue

**Female**
- Weight: 35 tons
- Height: 15 feet
- Eyes: Yellow
- Hair: Yellow